ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

PRODUCT OFFERING
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

Fluid Handling & Electrical Solutions
We are a full-service industrial distributor and equipment integrator, offering a full range of industrial products, customized engineered solutions, and turnkey services.

We provide quality service, products and customized engineered packages to support the overall product life cycle needs for both, capital projects and component (MRO) replacement.

We work closely with you throughout the process to plan and delivery customized, on-time solutions, or as we like to say: The right solution, at the right time.

**Product Offering**

**Automation & Instrumentation**
- Control devices
- Control stations
- Fieldbus technology
- Gas monitoring
- I/O
- PLCs
- Polymer mixing systems
- Safety barriers
- Sensors
- Signaling devices
- Terminal blocks
- Wireless systems
- Workstations

**Lighting Systems**
- Turnkey solutions
- Energy savings calculations
- LED fixtures and controls
- LED T5/T8 tubes
- LED lamps
- Explosion proof lighting

**Advantageous Vendor Relationships** that leverages global sourcing and cost efficiency.

**Extensive Service Suite** that delivers execution excellence from all components of supply chain management to complete turnkey solutions.

**Outstanding Customer Support** that promotes proactive, reliable, and fast response times to improve customer satisfaction.

**Technically Skilled Sales Team** that provides expert support and industry knowledge to solve the most complex challenges.

**Quality Assurance Program** that drives continuous improvement around our products, services, and most importantly customer satisfaction.

---

Our customer centered approach provides

---
AGI Industries is home to a vast array of experienced and creative electrical products, system and market experts, possessing the ability to solve the toughest challenges facing the market place today. From proper system design to diagnosing and mitigating equipment problems, AGI Industries brings knowledge, experience and premier distributed products to its clientele.
Services
- Arc flash studies
- Consulting
- Drive repairs
- Energy audits
- Filed service
- Installation
- Inventory audits
- Laser alignment
- System Surge Modeling
- Pulsation Studies
- Power studies
- Product bundling
- Product training
- Project management
- Pump repairs
- Service bundling
- Start-up and commissioning
- Technical support
- Troubleshooting
- Upgrades and retrofits
- Flow system analysis
- Motor circuit testing

Industries We Serve

Contact us today!